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Dragons

OT:8568

tannah (tan-naw'); probably feminine of OT:8565; a female jackal:

KJV - dragon.

OT:8565

tan (tan); from an unused root probably meaning to elongate; a monster 

(as preternaturally formed), i.e. a sea-serpent (or other huge marine 

animal); also a jackal (or other hideous land animal):

KJV - dragon, whale. Compare OT:8577.

OT:8577

tanniyn (tan-neen'); or tanniym (Ezek 29:3) (tan-neem'); intensive from the 

same as OT:8565; a marine or land monster, i.e. sea-serpent or jackal:

KJV - dragon, sea-monster, serpent, whale.
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Contemptible

OT:959

bazah (baw-zaw'); a primitive root; to 

disesteem:

KJV - despise, disdain, contemptible,  think to 

scorn, vile person.
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Snuffed

OT:5301

naphach (naw-fakh'); a primitive root; to puff, 

in various applications (literally, to inflate, blow 

hard, scatter, kindle, expire; figuratively, to 

disesteem):

KJV - blow, breath, give up, cause to lose [life], 

seething, snuff.
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